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This article is reprinted by permission
from the Winter 2000 issue of the
PennState Environmental Resources
Research Institute Newsletter. Thanks to
editor Joy Drohan for the article and to
Senior Research Associate Egide
Nizeyimana for the map of soil produc-
tivity lost to urbanization in North
Carolina.

There has been increased public concern
in the United States over the long-term
impact of urbanization on the available
land used to produce food, feed, and
fiber. Expanding urban use of highly
productive soils may threaten food
security and sustainability. Egide
Nizeyimana, senior research associate,
and Gary Petersen, distinguished
professor of soil and land resources and
co-director of the [Penn State] Office for
Remote Sensing of Earth Resources,
recently completed a study to determine
the extent and geographic distribution of
soil productivity for land presently under
urbanization in the contiguous United
States.

 Concerns about the impact of
human settlements on the available land
suitable for agriculture have been rising
rapidly during recent years. At the global
scale, the discussion has focused
primarily on Earth’s carrying capacity in
the face of population increase and its
consequence on food security and
environmental sustainability. The world’s
population is expected to reach 8 billion
by the year 2025; this represents a 38%

increase from the current population. But
the availability of cropland has not
expanded at the same pace. Most of the
projected population increase (88%) will
occur in Africa and Asia, where land
development has been increasing faster
than anywhere else in the world and
where food shortages are already
common.

In the U.S., public concern has been
expressed over suburban sprawl, which
occurs when residential developments
encroach on open farmland at the urban-
rural fringe or at highway interchanges.
For many years, suburban sprawl has
been the dominant form of growth in
U.S. metropolitan areas. This has often

Study assesses losses of soil productivity
to urbanization in North Carolina
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Director’s Forum

Flood Maps—The First Step
Kenneth H. Reckhow, Director, Water Resources Research Institute

continued next page

Water Resources Research Institute News

A significant event occurred in mid-
September that has the potential to
provide the basis for critically needed
changes in water management in
North Carolina. This event was the
signing of an agreement between the
State of North Carolina and the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) to update flood
maps in North Carolina.

Why do flood maps need to be
updated? In brief, changes in a
watershed that influence the hydro-
logic cycle can affect flood stage or
the height of rising river water
resulting from storms. In particular,
human activity and development,
such as impervious surfaces (e.g.,
paved surfaces and rooftops), and
changes in vegetation can increase
the volume of storm runoff and
effectively expand the floodplain. As
a consequence, watersheds experi-
encing development should periodi-
cally undergo reassessment of flood
maps to identify new flood prone
areas.

For example, a recent informal
survey in Durham (at approximately
80 locations on 20 streams) indicated
that between the late 1970s and the
mid-1990s the floodplain rose on
average about three feet. To put these
changes in perhaps more publicly
meaningful terms, officials in Char-
lotte and Mecklenburg County
determined that today’s use of 1975
floodplain maps would underestimate
current potential flood damage by
over 50% for existing structures in a
study watershed.

Updating flood maps is an
important step, but it is only a first
step that, if not followed by meaning-
ful action, becomes essentially just
an academic exercise. To this end, it

is vital that communities use the
updated information to establish
guidelines and restrictions on activi-
ties and land use in the floodplain.
For example, as Professor David
Godschalk of UNC-Chapel Hill
recently noted, “local governments
(should) act responsibly by not
allowing dangerous substances to be
placed in areas subject to flooding
and by elevating new development

well above the expected flood level”
(News & Observer, June 25, 2000).
Initial versions of the Flood Hazard
Prevention Act of 2000 would have
called for these and other meaningful
actions.

This Act was subsequently
ratified by the General Assembly and
signed by the Governor, but not
before significant changes were made
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The “Smithfield Agreement:”
 What does its say?
In July, Smithfield Foods, Inc. and North
Carolina Attorney General Mike Easley
announced that they had reached an
agreement “that will set the stage for
phasing out open-air hog lagoons and
sprayfields in North Carolina.” Accord-
ing to the press release announcing the
agreement, Smithfield and its subsidiar-
ies will pay $15 million to N.C. State
University to develop “environmentally
superior waste disposal technologies”
within two years. “Once a technology is
developed and identified as technically
and environmentally sound by the
university, the companies will be
required to implement it.  The conversion
process will not exceed three years,”
according to the release.

Following are some details of the
agreement.

Environmentally Superior
Technology or
Technologies
The agreement defines “Environmentally
Superior Technology or Technologies” as
any technology, or combination of
technologies that (1) is permittable by the
appropriate governmental authority; (2)
is determined to be technically, opera-
tionally, and economically feasible for an
identified category or categories of farms
[to be described in a technology determi-
nation]; and (3) meets the following
performance standards:

1. Eliminate the discharge of animal
waste to surface waters and groundwa-
ter through direct discharge, seepage,
or runoff;

2. Substantially eliminate atmospheric
emission of ammonia;

3. Substantially eliminate the emission of
odor that is detectable beyond the
boundaries of the parcel or tract of land
on which the swine farm is located;

4. Substantially eliminate the release of
disease-transmitting vectors and
airborne pathogens; and

5. Substantially eliminate nutrient and
heavy metal contamination of soil and
groundwater.

Smithfield agrees to submit, and
after approval by the Attorney General,
implement the following plans:

By Nov 15, 2000, identification of
company-owned farms in the 100 year
flood plain on current maps and plan
for protecting waters of the State from
effects of flooding.

By Oct 15, 2000, identification of
company-owned farms with the
potential to adversely impact water
quality and proposed measures to
correct deficiencies.

By Jan 15, 2001, identification of
wetland and natural areas on company-
owned farms that protect water quality
and measures to protect such areas.

By Dec 15, 2000, identification of
abandoned lagoons on company-owned
farms and schedule and measures for
closing them.

By Sept 15, 2000, plan for adopting ISO
14000 environmental management
systems for company-owned farms.

Development of
Environmentally Superior
Technologies
Dr. Mike Williams, Director of the
NCSU Animal and Poultry Waste
Management Center, is designated as the
final authority in the selection, installa-
tion, operation and evaluation of technol-
ogy alternatives and as the person who
will make “technology determinations.”

Dr. Williams will appoint a “peer
review panel” to participate in the
process and advise on the selection,

continued page 8

that reduced the prospects for com-
prehensive action. While Douglas
Rader and Daniel Whittle of North
Carolina Environmental Defense
noted that selected individual com-
munities such as Kinston have taken
effective action, they also stated that
“lawmakers squandered an opportu-
nity this past summer to enact
comprehensive legislation to make
floodplains off limits to incompatible
development.” (News & Observer,
September 13, 2000).

Even as North Carolina may have
squandered this recent opportunity,
we are moving in the right direction
by initiating the updates of flood
maps. However, while the strength
and growth of the North Carolina
economy may be a point of pride, we
must recognize that in many areas,
current guidelines allow this growth
to place more people and resources at
risk. A relatively storm-free year
should not lessen the resolve from
last fall. Unless we are willing to
again accept the economic, social,
and environmental burdens we have
experienced due to severe storms in
recent years, we should use the
updated flood maps as the basis for
wise floodplain management.

The Conservation Council
of North Carolina

announces

Preparing for
the Son of Floyd:

Lessons not Learned

A conference to discuss the practices
and policies that can prevent future

devastation from hurricanes
and storms.

October 14, 2000
The Commons Building

Wake County Office Park
Raleigh, NC

For information go to website
http://www.serve.com/ccnc
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resulted in a decrease in the number of
farms, farmland extent, and connectivity,
causing some farmers to relocate to less
productive soils or to be forced out of
agriculture. State and local land use
policies (e.g., agricultural zoning
ordinances, agricultural districts, transfer
or purchase of development rights)
adopted to alleviate conflicts between
agricultural activities and urbanization
have not solved all the problems.

 Although the decline of agricultural
activities as a result of urbanization
pressures concerns local communities,
the national perspective focuses attention
on how the loss of highly productive
farmland will influence the future
capacity to produce food in the United
States. A series of studies in the 1980s
used various methods to quantify how
much rural nonfederal land was con-
verted to urban uses. However, the ability
of the nation’s land to produce food,
feed, and fiber can be measured only in
terms of soil productivity losses due to
urbanization. All rural lands, even those
presently used as cropland, are not
equally productive.

The extent of urbanization tradition-
ally has been identified and mapped from

census data and aerial photography.
These approaches are time-consuming,
expensive, and inappropriate for regional
and contiguous scale analyses. The
integration of satellite remote sensing
and GIS technology proved to be an
efficient alternative for mapping and
analysis of urban land use for the
contiguous United States.

The methodology for the present
study consisted of analyzing data
resulting from using a geographic
information system (GIS) to combine an
urban land use map derived from
nighttime satellite imagery with data on
soil productivity. Soil productivity
ratings were computed using the Soil
Rating for Plant Growth (SRPG) model,
which is based primarily on soil and
landscape parameters contained in the
State Soil Geographic (STATSGO)
database.

As expected, the Midwest, Northern
Plains states, and river valleys and deltas
in other states have the most productive
soils. Urbanization occupies about 3% of
the U.S. land area and makes up 6%,
48%, 35%, and 11%, respectively, of the
land in the high, moderately high,
moderate, and low soil productivity
categories. The land with the most
productive soils in the United States—

that in the “high” soil productivity
class—represents 3% of the total land
area. Unfortunately, this land also has the
highest level of urbanization. In general,
the level of urbanization increases with
increasing soil productivity for the
United States and for most states.
Although the land with the most produc-
tive soils represents a small fraction of
the total land area in several states, it also
experiences the highest level of urbaniza-
tion.

Specific results
for North Carolina
Soil productivity classes make up the
following percentages of land in North
Carolina: high, 0%; moderately high,
57%; moderate, 39%; low, 4%. Urban
land uses cover more than 1.5 million
acres, or 5% of the total land area in the
state. Urbanization in the state has
occurred primarily on soils with highest
productivity. Percentages of land
converted to urban uses in each soil
productivity class are: high, 0%; moder-
ately high, 73%; moderate, 27%; low,
less than 1%.

The results of this research are a first
step in determining the current status of

continued next page

Soil productivity losses
continued
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soil resources in relation to urbanization.
The results should be interpreted
according to the scale and resolution of
the data sources. Nevertheless, they
provide a basis for developing sound
management and/or land use plans for
state and regional agencies involved in
land use planning.

Nizeyimana and Petersen collabo-
rated on this work with Mark Imhoff and
Elissa Levine of NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, and
Raymond Sinclair and Sharon Waltman
of the National Soil Survey Center,
USDA-NRCS, Lincoln, NE.

This work was supported in part by
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration/Office of Earth Science.

LeaderLeaderLeaderLeaderLeadership ship ship ship ship TTTTTrainingrainingrainingrainingraining
on Natural Resouron Natural Resouron Natural Resouron Natural Resouron Natural Resource Issuesce Issuesce Issuesce Issuesce Issues

The Natural Resources Leadership Institute
(NRLI) at N.C. State University  offers an
intensive training program to help people make
better decisions about the use and conservation
of our natural resources.  The focus of the
Institute is to help people become more
knowledgeable about environmental issues,
communicate more effectively with others, open
the debate to include all stakeholders, and
negotiate to settle disagreements.  Institute
participants will be trained in natural resource
policy, communication skills, group leadership
skills, and conflict resolution.

The 2001 Natural Resources Leadership
Institute starts in January 2001 at the Aqueduct
Conference Center near Chapel Hill.  The
Institute is seeking to enroll a diverse range of
participants from industries and government
agencies that plan and manage natural
resources, to elected officials, educators,
landowners, and members of environmental and
community groups.

Applications for the 2001 program will be
accepted through October 6, 2000.

The registration fee for the Institute is $700.
Fees cover workshop sessions, educational
materials, and some meals.  Scholarships are
available.

People interested in attending or obtaining more
information about the program should contact:
Mary Lou Addor at either
mary_addor@ncsu.edu or at 919.515.9602.

Wilson Creek
added to
National Wild
and Scenic Rivers
System
 In August, President Clinton signed HR
1749 designating Wilson Creek in Avery
and Caldwell counties as a component of
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers
System. N.C. Representatives Cass
Ballenger and Richard Burr sponsored
the bill. It provides that the 23.3 mile
segment of Wilson Creek from its
headwaters to its confluence with Johns
River is to be administered as follows:
� The 2.9 mile segment from headwaters

below Calloway Peak to the confluence
of Little Wilson Creek as a scenic river.

� The 4.6 mile segment from Little
Wilson Creek to the confluence of
Crusher Branch, as a wild river.

� The 15.8 segment from Crusher
Branch to the confluence of Johns
River, as a recreational river.

Designation as a Wild and Scenic
River does not halt development and use
of a river. The goal is to preserve the
character of the river, including its free-
flowing state. The federal agency
charged with administration of each
component of the system (in this case the
U.S. Forest Service) is to prepare a
comprehensive management plan for
each river segment to provide for
protection of the river’s values.

Wilson Creek has been called a
whitewater boater's dream. The "Gorge"
is described by American Whitewater as
"premier southeastern creek paddling."
From its headwaters on Grandfather
Mountain, the 3-mile Gorge section
drops at a rate of 60 to 100 feet per mile
through Class IV and V rapids such as
"Ten-Foot Falls," "Boat Buster," "Thun-
der Ball," and many others.

Other North Carolina Wild and
Scenic Rivers are the Horsepasture, the
New,  and the Lumber.

FDA issues final
report on bottled
water labeling
but will not make
rules

The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) amendments required the EPA
to issue regulations mandating that
community water systems mail to
customers an annual “Consumer Confi-
dence Report or CCR” on the source of
the water,  treatment methods used, and
contaminants in the drinking water
supplied by the system. The first CCRs
were provided to customers of water
systems in 1999, covering the 1998 year.

Because bottled water is regulated
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion, only nutritional information is
currently required on bottled water
labels. The 1996 SDWA Amendments
also required the FDA to conduct a study
and publish a final report on feasible
methods for providing information to
consumers about the contents and quality
of bottled water. FDA began its study in
1997 by asking for comment in the
Federal Register. In August, 2000, FDA
published its final report.

Following are the main conclusions:
� FDA is not required to issue rules

requiring water quality information on
bottled water and will not do so.

� It is feasible and appropriate that
bottled water labels carry certain pieces
of information, such as the source of the
water and the type of treatment it has
received.

� It is not feasible that bottled water
labels carry information on individual
contaminants, since that information is
likely to change, as ongoing monitoring
detects varying levels of contaminants.

� It is feasible and appropriate that
bottled water companies print on the
bottled water labels an address or a toll-
free number that consumers may
contact to get information about
contaminant levels in bottled water.
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September action of the North Carolina
Environmental Management Commission
At its regular meeting on September 14,
the N.C. Environmental Management
Commission took the following action:

� Approved publishing Notice of
Rulemaking Proceedings for permanent
rules governing site prioritization, risk-
based assessments and cleanups under
the Dry-Cleaning Solvent Cleanup
Program and disbursements from the
Dry-Cleaning Solvent Cleanup Program
Fund, and administration of the
program.  According to Lisa Taber
with the Superfund Section of the
Division of Waste Management, a
temporary rule will probably be
brought to the EMC in December to
govern site certification. Taber said that
the division wants to put a temporary
site certification rule into place so that
actual work can begin under the
program as soon as possible. The Dry-
Cleaning Solvent Cleanup Program was
established by legislation passed in
1997. Rules were originally to have
been adopted by Jan 1, 1999. However,
major implementation problems
arose—including insufficient tax
revenue to the Fund. Additional
legislation was needed to correct
problems, and time was needed for
revenue to the fund to build up suffi-
ciently to begin cleanups. The General
Assembly  passed legislation during its
last session amending  the Dry-
Cleaning Solvent Cleanup Act of 1997,
raising the state sales tax on dry-
cleaning solvents,  and designating state
sales tax revenue from dry-cleaning and
laundry services to the cleanup fund.
Now that problems with the legislation
have been solved and funds are
becoming available, preliminary work
on cleanups can begin when temporary
rules are approved.

� Approved an amendment to the air
quality visible emissions rule and the
excess emissions rule and adopted a

portion of the municipal solid waste
landfill emissions control plan.

� Adopted a permanent rule defining
“collection system” and establishing
an application process for system-
wide permitting of municipal and
domestic wastewater collection
systems. A temporary rule had been in
effect since July 1, 2000.

� Adopted a temporary rule, effective
immediately, reclassifying the
headwaters of the Green River and its
tributaries upstream of and including
Rock Creek to Class B Trout High
Quality Waters. Reclassification of the
streams had been approved by the
EMC in July, but plans for a golf
course/residential development in the
area prompted adoption of temporary
rules to put storm water and erosion
and sedimentation control require-
ments into place immediately.

� Delegated to the EMC’s Water
Quality Committee authority to
approve local storm water manage-
ment plans submitted under the Neuse
and Tar-Pamlico storm water rules.

� Adopted an Administrative Law
Judge’s recommendation to uphold the
401 Water Quality Certification issued
for the 404 wetlands permit issued by
the Corps of Engineers for the
Randleman Dam project. The Deep
River citizens’ Coalition, Inc. and the
American Canoe Association had
challenged the 401 certification.

� Dropped from the agenda the
proposed rules for controlling
nutrients from agricultural operations
in the Tar-Pamlico Basin. According
to Water Quality Chairman Charles
Peterson, the Rules Review Commis-
sion (RRC) has not given the Tar-Pam
ag rule a favorable preliminary

review, and staff wants to work with the
RRC to resolve issues before bringing
the rule to the EMC for adoption.

The EMC also heard a report from
Secretary of Environment and Natural
Resources Bill Holman on a number of
issues.

Holman said that the department is
close to completing the initial phase of
the Governor’s swine waste lagoon
conversion plan and will begin prioritiz-
ing facilities this fall. He also said that he
expects reports from the department’s
Technology Panel soon on alternative
technologies and their economic feasibil-
ity and that those reports will be avail-
able to the EMC as it begins develop-
ment of performance and technology
standards for new swine waste manage-
ment technologies, as the Governor’s
plan calls on it to do. The Governor’s
plan originally asked the EMC to
develop standards by September 1, 2000.

Commission Chairman David
Moreau commented that “As a Commis-
sion we are boxed in on performance
standards until we have information
available on technologies and economic
feasibility.”

Holman responded that the reports
may be ready in December.

Holman also commented on the
agreement that Smithfield Foods has
made with the N.C. Attorney General to
install “Environmentally Superior
Technologies” on company-owned farms
and carry out other initiatives. Part of the
agreement is that Smithfield will commit
$50 million to environmental enhance-
ment activities. Holman told the EMC
that the department is concerned about
the demand on permitting staff during the
period when new technologies are being
installed and that he will ask that part of
Smithfield’s environmental enhancement
funding be devoted to new staff permit-
ting positions in the department.

In response to a question from
Commissioner Anne Barnes about how
the Smithfield agreement will be en-
forced, Holman said that Smithfield has
agreed to submit “a number of reports.”
(See article page 3).
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EMC Water Allocation Committee
defers action on Cary IBT and Jordan
Lake round two allocations
At its meeting on September 13, the N.C.
Environmental Management
Commission’s Water Allocation Commit-
tee declined to send forward to the full
EMC recommendations to approve an
Interbasin Transfer Certificate Petition
for the Town of Cary and other munici-
palities in western Wake County and to
approve the second round of allocations
of water from Jordan Lake.

The Division of Water Resources
has recommended allocating an addi-
tional 9 million gallons per day (MGD)
of water from Jordan Lake to the towns
of Cary, Apex, Morrisville and to Wake
County/Research Triangle Park. This
would bring the total allocation to this
group to 25 MGD. Before the allocation
can be approved, the EMC must grant the
petitioners permission to increase their
interbasin transfer (IBT) of water from
the Cape Fear Basin to the Neuse River
Basin. The towns of Cary and Apex have
a certificate to transfer 16 MGD. The
group of municipalities, led by Cary, is
requesting an IBT certificate for 27
MGD, 2 MGD more than the total water
allocation that is being recommended for
them.

 The petitioners, led by Cary,
prepared a draft environmental impact
statement (EIS) as required for the IBT,
and the Division of Water Resources held
a public hearing on the draft EIS on July
13. The Water Allocation Committee was
expected to review the documents and
recommendations—which had been
provided to them only a few days
earlier—and send them to the full EMC
for approval.

Commissioners David Moreau and
Franklin Clark questioned the Town of
Cary’s consultant closely about the
accounting and timetable for returning
water transferred to the Neuse Basin to
the Cape Fear Basin. Saying he did not
understand the accounting method and

had not had time to closely study the
Interbasin Transfer Certification Petition,
Moreau suggested that the committee
defer a decision until the members had an
opportunity to study the document.

“My advice when we started this
interbasin transfer was that we do it but
that the water be returned to the Cape
Fear Basin. I don’t see that here. I
haven’t had time to analyze this yet, but
it seems to me we’re talking about
deferring the return to 2030.”

Currently most of the water taken
from Lake Jordan by the Town of Cary is
discharged to the Neuse River Basin by
Cary’s two wastewater treatment plants.
The towns of Cary and Apex have
committed to building a new wastewater
treatment facility that would discharge to
the Haw River. With this plant online, at
least part of the increased amount of
water taken from Jordan would be
returned to the Cape Fear Basin. How-
ever, the EIS prepared for the IBT
request shows an IBT of 19.7 MGD in
2000, projects a temporary decrease to
17.9 MGD in 2010 (presumably when
the new wastewater facility comes
online) but an increase to 18. 4 MGD in
2020 and another increase to 24.1 MGD
in 2030. The projections also show
increasing withdrawals from the Cape
Fear Basin, indicating that Cary and the
other municipalities anticipate requesting
additional allocations from Jordan in the
future.

A representative from Cary sug-
gested holding a work session before the
committee’s next meeting so that
questions about the IBT petition can be
answered. The committee is now
expected to make a decision on the IBT
petition and round-two allocations at an
October 11 meeting.

No temporary
buffer rule will be
proposed for the
Cape Fear River
Basin
The Clean Water Act of 1999 authorized
the N.C. Environmental Management
Commission to adopt temporary rules to
implement basinwide water quality
management plans for the Cape Fear,
Catawba, and Tar-Pamlico River Basins.
The authority to adopt temporary rules
expires July 1, 2001.

In June, a petition signed by 325
individuals and supported by 16 environ-
mental organizations was delivered to
EMC Chairman David Moreau asking
that the EMC begin rulemaking to
permanently protect riparian buffers in
the Cape Fear Basin and that the commis-
sion adopt temporary rules to provide
immediate buffer protection.

At the EMC’s Water Quality Com-
mittee meeting in September, Division of
Water Quality Chief Coleen Sullins told
commissioners that she cannot recom-
mend an effort to develop and adopt a
temporary buffer rule for the Cape Fear
Basin.

Sullins said that efforts to develop
buffer rules for the Catawba Basin have
shown that the process must allow for
extensive negotiations with stakeholders
in order to educate broad constituencies
and avoid opposition. She said that staff
resources are not available to conduct
such a process in the very large Cape Fear
Basin at the same time a process is being
managed in the Catawba Basin and meet
the July 1, 2001, deadline.

Sullins suggested that permanent
rulemaking for buffer rules be initiated as
soon as staff resources can be freed up to
manage the stakeholder process. The
Water Quality Committee voted to
instruct staff to begin permanent
rulemaking for buffer protection in the
Cape Fear “as staff has the ability.”
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installation, operation, and evaluation of
potential Environmentally Superior
Technologies.

Dr. Williams will select five tech-
nologies to install (perhaps on company-
owned farms or contract farms) and
evaluate immediately and an additional
five or six within six months of the
agreement.

Dr. Williams will evaluate the
economic feasibility of the technologies
tested and their application to different
categories of farms. He will appoint a
“peer review panel” of experts in
economics to advise in these evaluations.
In determining economic feasibility, Dr.
Williams and the peer review panel will
consider the following:

� The projected 10-year annualized cost
of each alternative

� The projected 10-year annualized cost
of a lagoon and sprayfield system that
is designed, constructed and operated
in accordance with current rules

� Projected revenues and cost savings
from the new technologies

� Available cost-share monies or other
technical and financial assistance from
public sources

� The impact of the alternative technolo-
gies on the competitiveness of the N.C.
pork industry compared to other states

The parties agree that alternative
technologies that cost more than the
lagoon and sprayfield system may be
determined economically feasible.

Within two years of the effective
date of the agreement, Dr. Williams will
issue a report describing the evaluation
activities and findings and will issue a
technology determination for each
category of farms for which such
determination is possible.

Smithfield and its subsidiaries
commit $15 million to NCSU to support
development of Environmentally
Superior Technologies.

Implementation of
Environmentally Superior
Technologies

Within 18 months of the effective
date of the agreement, Smithfield will
prioritize company-owned farms for
conversion to Environmentally Superior
Technologies and submit the list to the
Attorney General for approval.

Smithfield will convert all company-
owned farms in the categories specified
in Dr. Williams’ technology determina-
tion to Environmentally Superior
Technologies as soon as possible, but in
any event within three years of the
technology determination. Monitoring
equipment and procedures to ensure
compliance with standards will be
included.

Smithfield will provide technical and
financial assistance to its contract farms
to convert to Environmentally Superior
Technologies within the agreement
timeframe.

Environmental
Enhancement
Smithfield and its subsidiaries agree to
pay each year for 25 years an amount
equal to one dollar for each hog in which
they have any financial interest in North
Carolina, up to $2 million. The funds will
be paid to organizations or trusts
designated by the Attorney General and
will be used to enhance the environment
of the State. Up to a total of $2 million
may be granted to the State to defray the
costs of implementing the agreement
(including permitting and compliance
assurance).

Enhancement of the
Albemarle-Pamlico
National Estuary
Program
Smithfield and its subsidiaries will
assume a leadership role in identifying
and implementing measures needed to
strengthen the Albemarle-Pamlico
National Estuary Program (NEP). They
commit to seeking establishment of a

regional NEP office in eastern North
Carolina and to lobbying for federal and
state legislation needed to implement
recommended enhancements.

The full Smithfield agreement can be
downloaded from the N.C. Attorney
General’s website at http://
www.jus.state.nc.us/inframe.htm.

Peer Review Panel
The Smithfield agreement specifies
that the technology peer review panel
will be composed of (1) experienced
researchers in the area of animal
waste management, (2) experienced
researchers in the areas of environ-
mental science and public health, (3)
the N.C. Department of Environment
and Natural Resources, (4) environ-
mental and community interests, (5)
swine agribusiness interests, includ-
ing a represenative from a Smithfield
company, and (6) faculty from the
UNC system with expertise in
business management.

The Peer Review Panel has been
appointed, although the appointments
are tentative until  the appointees
have accepted. Panel members are
listed below. According to Dr. Mike
Williams, appointments to the
Economic Panel will be made soon.

Dr. Williams said that meetings
of these panels, as with any meeting
connected with the NCSU Animal
and Poulty Waste Management
Center, are open to the public.

Deliala Blanks, Bladen County
    Commissioner
Alan Briggs, Save our State Foundation
Don Butler, Carroll’s Foods
Kim Colson, NCDENR
Sue Homewood, NCDENR
George Lucier, NIEHS
Randy Mapes, Ag ProVision
Fred Pfaender, UNC-CH
Karen Priest, Alliance for a Responsible
    Swine Industry
Dennis Rondinelli, UNC-CH
Joe Rudek, Environmental Defense
Shihwu Sung, Iowa State University
John Sweeten, Texas A&M University
Phil Westerman, NCSU
Nancy White, NCSU
Johnny Wynne, NCSU

Smithfield Agreement
continued
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Agriculture Cost Share Program
lists accomplishments

In its fiscal year 1999 report to the
General Assembly’s Environmental
Review Commission on the North
Carolina Agriculture Cost Share Pro-
gram, the N.C. Division of Soil and
Water Conservation (DSWC) listed the
following achievements since the
program began in 1984:

� 4.85 million tons of soil saved
annually

� 84,720 acres of cropland converted to
trees, grass or wildlife habitat

� 72 structures built for proper handling
and storage of agricultural chemicals

� 2,200 waste management structures
constructed to properly store dry and
wet animal waste

� 3,571 waster control structures
installed affecting over 725,000 acres

� Nearly 8,689 miles of fencing erected
to exclude livestock from streams

� More than 460,000 acres of cropland
converted to no-till or conservation
tillage

The North Carolina Agriculture Cost
Share Program was created by the N.C.
General Assembly in 1983 to reduce the
input of agricultural non-point source
pollution in three nutrient sensitive areas
of the state covering 16 counties. Since
then it has been expanded to all 100
counties. Participating farmers are paid
up to 75 percent of the average cost of a
best management practice (BMP) to
install and maintain the BMP for 10
years (for most BMPs).

Currently there are 40 approved
BMPs eligible for cost share funding.
BMPs are adopted for the program by the
N.C. Soil and Water Conservation
Commission.

For fiscal year 1999, the General
Assembly authorized $7,409,897 in
regular and special funding for BMP
installation. Nearly 50% of the 1999
funds were obligated to animal opera-
tions for waste management BMPs. Since
the overall purpose of the program is to

assist agricultural operations in improv-
ing water quality, it does not assist new
operations to go into business. Cost
Share funds are available only to
operations that already existed as of May
1992.

Beginning in 1997, annual account-
ability reporting for the Agriculture Cost
Share Program has included,  along with
soil saved,  an estimate of nitrogen and
phosphorous “saved,” that is prevented
from entering surface waters. For Cost
Share contracts initiated in 1999, the
estimate results are shown below.

N.C. Agriculture Cost Share Program
Sediment and Nutrient

Reduction Benefits for 1999

Number of Contracts: 2,370
Acres Affected: 164,492
Soil Saved: 572,081 tons

Nitrogen Saved: 4,748,977 pounds
Phosphorous Saved: 1,297,048 pounds

For both 1998 and 1999, 30% of the
funds for the Agriculture Cost Share
Program were spent in watersheds of
waters listed on North Carolina’s “303-
D” list of impaired water as being
impaired by agricultural sources.

In 1998, the General Assembly
appropriated $75,000 to the N.C.
Division of Soil and Water Conservation
to improve the targeting, tracking and
cost-effectiveness of BMPs in the Neuse
and Tar-Pamlico River Basins. Using
these funds the N.C. Center for Geo-
graphic Information and Analysis is
developing software for tracking BMPs
within a Geographic Information System,
and DSWC has contracted with a
consultant to develop an automated tool,
the Nutrient Loss Evaluation Worksheet,
to estimate nitrogen losses from cropland
and BMP coverage for the Neuse for the
period 1991-95. These tools will help in
accounting for agricultural nitrogen
reductions under the Neuse River
Nutrient Sensitive Waters Strategy.

Digest
Losses to shoreline erosion. A report
conducted by the H. John Heinz II Center
for Science, Economics and the Environ-
ment says that over the next 60 years,
erosion may claim one out of four houses
within 500 feet of the U.S. shoreline. The
report, Evaluation of Erosion Hazards,
says that about 1,500 homes and the land
on which they were built will be lost to
erosion each year, with losses averaging
$530 million per year. The National
Flood Insurace Program (NFIP) will pay
$80 million per year for erosion damage.
In the NFIP,  flood insurance covers
erosion losses, and  policyholders are
paying the same rates whether they live
in erosion prone areas or not. The report
says that to cover erosion losses, flood
insurance rates should be doubled and
adjustments should be made to avoid
having other flood insurance policyhold-
ers subsidize the substantial costs of
erosion losses. —Natural Hazards
Observer Sept 2000

California lindane ban. On September
5, California Governor Gray Davis
signed a bill banning the sale and use of
lindane to treat people for lice and
scabies. Lindane (gammahexa-
chlorocyclohexane) is a known carcino-
gen and neurotoxin. California has
monitored the use of lindane products
and has identified a direct association
with its use and contamination in Los
Angeles drinking water. Lindane sham-
poos and creams are rinsed off after use
and flow to wastewater treatment plants.
But even after treatment, lindane persists
and passes into surface waters.  Lindane
is still approved for human use by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
Consumers Union in 1981 and the
National Pediculosis Association and
Public Citizen in 1983 petitioned the
FDA to ban lindane. —National Pedicu-
losis Association (http://
www.headlice.org)
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WRRI has recently published peer-
reviewed technical completion reports on
research projects for which it provided
funding. Single copies of WRRI reports
are available free to federal/state water
resource agencies, state water resources
research institutes, and other water
research institutions with which
exchange  agreements have been made.
Single copies of publications are
available to North Carolina residents at
a cost of $4 per copy prepaid ($6 per
copy if billed) and to nonresidents at a
cost of $8  per copy prepaid ($10 per
copy if billed). Send requests to WRRI,
Box 7912, North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, NC 27695-7912 or
call (919) 515-2815 or email:
water_resources@ncsu.edu.

WRRI reports
available

Neuse River Estuary Modeling and
Monitoring Project Stage 1: Stage 1
Executive Summary and Long-Term
Modeling Recommendations
Report No. 325-A August 2000

Kenneth H. Reckhow and Jeri Gray
Water Resources Research Institute
of the University of North Carolina

In 1997, the N.C. Environmental
Management Commission adopted a
package of rules aimed at reducing
nitrogen loading to the Neuse River
Estuary by 30% of a 1995 baseline. The
rules are intended to reduce eutrophica-
tion in the estuary.

That year, with funding from the
N.C. Department of Environment and
Natural Resources, scientists at four
universities undertook an effort to gage
the chances for success of the Neuse
Estuary cleanup rules adopted by the
N.C. Environmental Management
Commission. Under the  project, known
as the Neuse River Estuary Modeling and
Monitoring Project, scientists began
carry out the following tasks:

� Compiling and analyzing existing
information about the Neuse to detect
historical water quality trends and
connect water quality trends with
problems in the estuary.

� Monitoring intensively in the Neuse
Estuary to learn more about how the
complex system works.

� Calibrating and improving an existing
water quality model to predict the
response in the estuary to a 30%
nitrogen reduction.

� Investigating various other modeling
approaches to determine how they can
be used to improve predictions for
meeting cleanup goals.

� Surveying citizens and stakeholders
throughout the Neuse River Basin to
learn what they want to see accom-
plished by the Neuse River cleanup and
how they will measure progress toward
the goals.

The first stage of the Neuse
“ModMon” Project ended in December
1998, and researchers have completed
reports on their investigations. This
document summarizes the findings of the
first stage of the ModMon Program,
describes how the results will be used to
determine the likelihood that the current
management strategy will produce the
improvements stakeholders desire, and
provides decision-makers guidance for
adapting the management strategy in the
future to keep it aligned with the best
chances of success.

This document also describes in
general terms the Neuse Estuary
Eutrophication Model (NEEM) and the
Bayes-net probabilistic model being
developed under the Neuse ModMon
Program and presents recommendations
for a long-term modeling approach to
help manage water quality in the Neuse
Estuary.
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Neuse River Estuary Modeling and
Monitoring Project Stage 1:
Effects of Water Quality
on Distribution and Composition of the
Fish Community
Report No. 325-C March 2000

Lisa Eby, Larry Crowder, and
Catherine McClellan
Duke University Marine Lab

One of the major impacts of human
population growth in coastal areas is the
eutrophication of estuarine waters.
Human activities have contributed to
increases in nutrient loading, associated
water quality declines, habitat loss, and
declining fisheries. The Neuse River
Estuary is characterized as a moderately
productive estuary, periodically exhibit-
ing eutrophic conditions and large
regions of hypoxia.

To quantify habitat loss and examine
possible impacts on the fish community,
the researchers examined how the
distribution and composition of the fish
community in the Neuse River Estuary
changes in relation to spatial and
temporal dynamics of water quality
parameters, specifically dissolved
oxygen.

In 1997, they sampled every other
week from the end of June until the end
of October. They examined and de-
scribed the extent of bottom waters with
low oxygen concentrations, profiling
dissolved oxygen, temperature, depth,
and salinity. They also trawled biweekly
from June through October 1997 using a
stratified random design, sampling across
a dissolved oxygen gradient.

They found that in the Neuse River,
the spatial extent of hypoxia can be very
dynamic. Hypoxic conditions are
associated with stratification (salinity and
temperature). The Neuse River Estuary is
a shallow, wind-driven system resulting
in periodic stratification and seiching of
the pycnocline.

Blue crabs (Callinectes sapidus)
were not typically captured in waters
with dissolved oxygen concentrations
below 6.5 mg/l. Fish distributions were
found to be very responsive to changes in

dissolved oxygen. Fish catches were
highest in waters > 5.0 mg/l, moderate in
waters 2.0 - 5.0 mg/1, and low in water
below 2 mg/l. Both average catch per
unit effort and species richness were
substantially higher in the hypoxic and
oxygenated waters than in anoxic water.

Combining knowledge of fish
distributions with their concurrent maps
of dissolved oxygen concentrations, they
made estimates of short-term habitat loss.
On average 50% of the habitat was below
4 mg/1 and 25% of the habitat had
dissolved oxygen concentrations of less
than 2 mg/1. A substantial portion of the
bottom habitat was temporarily lost, due
to poor water quality, concentrating the
mobile organisms in the shallower, more
oxygenated waters. The researchers say
that loss in habitat and change in distri-
bution of fishes resulting from areas of
low oxygen may have effects on species
interactions, such as predator/prey
overlap and degree of species aggrega-
tion, impacting growth and survival.

Similar sampling conducted from
April-October 1998 encountered better
habitat conditions despite high spring
loading of nutrients. The researchers say
it seems likely that summer and fall
winds combined with reduced rainfall
were able to keep the system better
mixed in 1998 than in 1997.

They point out that much of the
hypoxia they measured was linked to the
hydrology of the system and say that
decreased nutrient loading to the estuary
may have less of an impact on the extent
of hypoxia than might initially have been
expected. They recommend evaluating
the importance of hydrology and time
lags between achieving the current
nutrient reduction goals for the Neuse
Estuary and seeing a difference in the
extent of hypoxia.

Neuse River Estuary Modeling and
Monitoring Project Stage 1: An Exami-
nation of Long Term Nutrient Data in
the Neuse River Watershed
Report No. 325-E July 2000

Craig A. Stow and Mark E. Borsuk
Duke University

The investigators examined nutrient
loading patterns in the Neuse River and
estuarine nutrient concentrations in the
Neuse River Estuary from the 1970s
through 1998.

Total phosphorus concentrations
have declined at all river stations
considered, primarily due to a 1988
phosphate detergent ban. This phospho-
rus load decrease was quickly mirrored
by an estuarine phosphorus concentration
decrease.

Nitrogen loading patterns in the river
varied among stations. The furthest
upstream station exhibited nitrogen
decreases after the 1983 dam completion
and impoundment of Falls Lake.

At Clayton, the first station down-
stream of the Research Triangle, the total
nitrogen load has increased steadily since
the mid-1980s, primarily as a steady
nitrate concentration increase. However
this increase is not reflected at the
downstream Kinston station, where no
clear nitrogen trends are discernible.

Complete river profile plots of the
ratio of median concentrations for the
first and second half of the time period
indicate that both nitrate increases and
phosphorus decreases are damped
moving downstream. This damping may
be in  part, a result of the diminishing
contribution of point-sources down-
stream. However, the completeness of the
nitrate damping and the lack of a
coincident total Kjeldahl nitrogen
increase indicate that compensating
decreases must be occurring downstream
of the Clayton station, or that nitrate
increases may be mitigated by instream
denitrification. The absence of clear
nitrogen loading trends at Kinston is
reflected in an absence of pronounced
nitrogen concentration trends in the estuary.

continued next page
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Neuse River Estuary Modeling and
Monitoring Project Stage 1: Assessment
of Stakeholder Interest and Concerns
to Inform Long-Term Modeling
Report 325-G  January 2000

Karin A. Maloney & Lynn A. Maguire
and E. Allan Lind, Duke University

The Neuse River has been subject to
increasing human population pressure,
both directly through urbanization and
industrialization and indirectly through
intensified land use for agriculture and
recreation. Over historic time, the
consequence has been increasing nutrient
loads in the river, particularly nitrogen,
leading to eutrophication in all its
manifestations: murky water, algal
blooms, fish kills, and outbreaks of
pathogens such as Pfiesteria piscicida. In
order to reverse this degradation, users of
the river have been directed to reduce
nitrogen loading by 30%. However, the
details of who is to reduce, how and
where and how much, remain controver-
sial.

One of the mechanisms for evaluat-
ing what nutrient-reducing actions would
effectively and efficiently improve water
quality is a university/state partnership to
monitor and model water quality in the
Neuse River, called ModMon. To ensure
that the water quality parameters that are
being measured by the monitoring effort
and predicted by the modeling effort are
meaningful to the public and to the
decision makers who will choose among
nutrient management strategies, the
authors undertook a public involvement
program to identify the features of water
quality that are most important to those
concerned with cleanup of the Neuse.
They used public meetings, written
questionnaires, and personal and tele-
phone interviews. Their aim was to learn
what goals stakeholders have for the
nutrient cleanup in the Neuse and how
they would measure achievement of
those goals.

They found that the biophysical
features of the Neuse that concern
stakeholders most are clear water with
healthy oxygen levels, water-based

Neuse River Estuary Modeling and
Monitoring Project Stage 1: Network
Analysis for Evaluating the Conse-
quences of Nitrogen Loading
Report No. 325-F June 2000

Robert R. Christian and
Cassondra R. Thomas
East Carolina University

The investigators on this project contrib-
uted to the Neuse River Estuary Model-
ing and Monitoring Project through
ecological network analysis. Network
analysis involves using a group of
algorithms to evaluate networks of
material flows within a structured system.
Network analysis provided understanding
of the relationship between nitrogen
loading and recycling, the fates of loaded
nitrogen and the expected inter-seasonal
variation of both model inputs and
outputs. Some results show that recycling

of loaded nitrogen is very high, 90% or
higher of total flow: one atom of nitrogen
can be taken up by phytoplankton as
much as 35 times, and there is little
direct correlation between loading and
productivity.

Because of the high degree of
recycling of nitrogen within the Neuse
River Estuary, the rate of loading of new
nitrogen is a small fraction of the total
processing of nitrogen or of the needs for
primary production alone. Thus, on a
short-term basis the controls on primary
production tend to be associated with
conditions in the estuary rather than
import. This condition is likely to deter
observable responses to loading reduc-
tion in the short-term, although improve-
ments in water equality should occur
over time. This modeling approach is
seen as a way to interface with other
modeling and monitoring activities as an
aid in evaluation and prediction pro-
cesses of ModMon.

The authors say that stakeholders,
politicians and environmental managers
involved in nutrient loading reduction
need to be made aware that the water
quality of the Neuse River Estuary may
not quickly demonstrate improvement
because of the high degree of recycling
that is naturally occurring. The consider-
able recycling is largely the result of the
long residence time of water and nutri-
ents in the estuary. Inability to detect
improvements within a year or two of
implementation should be expected.
Thus, education of the time scales of
ecological processes within the Neuse
River Estuary and their consequences is
important. Furthermore, standardization
of methods and maintenance of a long-
term standardized monitoring program is
essential to the ability to detect improve-
ments.

WWWWWorkshops to discuss water qualityorkshops to discuss water qualityorkshops to discuss water qualityorkshops to discuss water qualityorkshops to discuss water quality
in the in the in the in the in the White Oak River BasinWhite Oak River BasinWhite Oak River BasinWhite Oak River BasinWhite Oak River Basin

6:30 to 9:30 pm - October 23
Duke Marine Lab, Beaufort

9:30 am to 12:30 pm
Onslow Cnty Health Dept, Jacksonville

For information contact Cam McNutt, N.C.
Division of Water Quality, at (919) 733-5083 ext

575 or Cam.Mcnutt@ncmail.net

The investigators say that the lack of
clear downstream nutrient increases
suggests that current water quality
impairment in the lower river and estuary
may result from chronic nutrient over-
load rather than recent changes in the
watershed and that the drivers of contem-
porary estuarine eutrophication symp-
toms are not as straightforward as
generally believed.

 If this is true, then recovery of the
ecosystem may also be a long-term
process and it will be necessary to set
expectations for recovery to an appropri-
ate time scale.

They say that the terms “algal
bloom,” “anoxia,” “fishkill,” and
“Pfiesteria” have been used almost
synonymously to describe eutrophication
problems in the estuary. While these may
all be eutrophication symptoms, the
authors say, they are distinct responses
that may be operating on different time
scales. They suggest it may be appropri-
ate to consider symptoms separately
when evaluating the likely response of
the estuary to pending management
actions.
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recreation, and edible shellfish and
finfish.

Notably, just as high or higher on
stakeholders’ list of concerns are
procedural aspects of the cleanup,
including fair and efficient allocation of
the costs of nutrient reduction among
sources, decisions based on sound
science, avoidance of excessive regula-
tion, and balance among economic
development and environmental goals.

The authors also asked respondents
about their experience of previous public
involvement efforts. They prefer infor-
mational meetings and discussions that
offer two-way exchange of information
to public hearings, which too often lapse
into one-sided polemics.

They recommend the following:

� In biophysical models of Neuse water
quality management, use output
measures that are important to stake-
holders, including water clarity, healthy
oxygen levels, and safely edible
shellfish and finfish.

� Extend the biophysical modeling effort
into the socioeconomic realm, in order
to respond to stakeholders’ interests in
the ramifications of water quality for
human activities, including recreation,
tourism, economic development and
human health.

� When choosing among cleanup
strategies, treat procedural aspects
seriously; stakeholders care deeply
about fairness, efficiency and wide-
spread participation.

� To maintain active involvement by
stakeholders and the general public,
emphasize public education on personal
responsibility for cleanup and choose
public involvement formats that foster
two-way communication between the
public and decision makers.

Low-impact
development
manuals
available from
EPA
Two guidance manuals have been
developed that contain information on
the Low Impact Development (LID)
approach to site designs. The LID
methodology is intended to be used and
adapted by storm water managers as a
primary tool for protecting water quality
from the impacts of new development.
These two documents, developed by
Prince George’s County, Maryland
Department of Environmental Services,
contain a description of LID principles,
programmatic considerations, design
strategies and an example of an analytic
and computational procedure to use in
designing appropriate runoff treatment
systems.

Low-Impact Development an
Integrated Design Approach (Prince
George’s County, Maryland Department
of Environmental Resources, Programs
and Planning Division, EPA 841-B-00-
003, January 2000) was prepared for
local planners, engineers, developers,
and officials. This document details how
to develop and implement LID methods
from an integrated design perspective.

Low-Impact Development Hydro-
logic Analysis (Prince George’s County,
Maryland Department of Environmental
Resources, Programs and Planning
Division, EPA 841-B-00-002, January
2000) is the companion document to the
LID design manual. This document
contains a methodology that can be used
to estimate changes in site hydrology due
to new development and also to design
appropriate treatment systems to main-
tain the predevelopment hydrology of the
site.

Copies can be obtained from the
National Service Center for Environmen-
tal Publications (NSCEP) 1-800/490-
9198 or online at http://www.epa.gov/
ncepihom/orderpub.html.

Other
publications
� The Natural Resources Conservation
Service’s Soil Quality Institute has
recently published two fact sheets on
urban soil quality.  Soil Quality - Urban
Technical Note No 1, Erosion and
Sedimentation on Construction Sites
describes not only on the off-site impacts
of erosion from construction sites
(sedimentation in surface waters) but also
the on-site effects and resulting environ-
mental and resource problems. Soil
Quality - Urban Technical Note No. 2
Urban Soil Compaction describes the
causes and resulting environmental and
resource problems of urban soil compac-
tion. Both fact sheets can be downloaded
from website: http://www.statlab.
iastate.edu/survey/SQI/urban.shtml.

� North Carolina Sea Grant, in collabo-
ration with NC State University, NC
Cooperative Extension, NC Department
of Environment and Natural Resources,
and NC Department of Health and
Human Services, is pleased to announce
a new web-based publication on recre-
ational water quality and human health in
North Carolina. This online fact sheet,
entitled Recreational water quality:  a
fact sheet for coastal vacationers and
water-dependent businesses, answers
frequently asked questions about
recreational water quality and offers a
glossary of terms, and web site addresses
that provide additional information.  It
focuses on the three main areas of water
quality that relate to recreational water
contact and human health:  microbial
pathogens, harmful algae, and toxic
contaminants.  It is designed to help
vacationers and recreational business
officials make informed decisions
relative to the risks associated with
recreational water exposure in their local
areas. The fact sheet can be accessed at
the following URL: http://www.ncsu.edu/
seagrant/extension/waterquality/
RecH20FactSheet.html
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        J        J        J        J        Julululululyyyyy              A             A             A             A             Augustugustugustugustugust

Rainfall (+/- aRainfall (+/- aRainfall (+/- aRainfall (+/- aRainfall (+/- averaveraveraveraveraggggge)e)e)e)e)
Asheville    2.84” (-1.68”)           4.45”(-0.24”)
Charlotte    1.47” (-2.45”)           3.26”(-0.47”)
Greensboro    2.21” (-2.30”)           3.97”(+0.09”)
Raleigh                   6.19” (-2.18”)           6.64”(+2.62”)
Wilmington                   7.83” (-0.30”)           8.38”(+1.44”)

StreamfloStreamfloStreamfloStreamfloStreamflowwwww          J         J         J         J         Julululululyyyyy               A              A              A              A              Augustugustugustugustugust
IndeIndeIndeIndeIndex Stationx Stationx Stationx Stationx Station     mean flo    mean flo    mean flo    mean flo    mean flow (CFS)w (CFS)w (CFS)w (CFS)w (CFS)     mean flo    mean flo    mean flo    mean flo    mean flow (CFS)w (CFS)w (CFS)w (CFS)w (CFS)
(County, Basin)               (% of long-term median)         (% of long-term median)

Valley River at Tomotla (Cherokee, Hiwassee)      78.7    (71%)            75.9 (61%)
Oconaluftee River at Birdtown (Swain, Tenn)      316     (95%)             300 (94%)
French Broad River at Asheville (Buncombe, FB)      833     (59%)             915 (67%)
South Fork New near Jefferson (Ashe, New)      174     (50%)             221 (73%)
Elk Creek at Elkville (Wilkes, Yadkin/Pee-Dee)     28.3     (45%)            27.5 (46%)
Fisher River near Copeland (Surry, Yadkin/Pee-Dee)     58.5     (39%)            65.0 (58%)
South Yadkin River near Mocksville (Rowan, Yadkin/PD)  67.7     (31%)            44.3 (22%)
Rocky River near Norwood (Stanly, Yadkin/Pee-Dee)      184     (49%)             236 (61%)
Deep River near Moncure (Lee, Cape Fear)                      271     (68%)             209 (31%)
Black River near Tomahawk (Sampson, Cape Fear)      329     (77%)           601 (128%)
Trent River near Trenton (Jones, Neuse)      192   (215%)           127 (173%)
Lumber River near Boardman (Robeson, Lumber)      552     (91%)             614 (87%)
Little Fishing Creek near White Oak (Halifax, Pamlico)      440   (105%)           245 (558%)
Potecasi Creek near Union (Hertford, Chowan)      171   (448%)                   203 (254%)

GrGrGrGrGroundoundoundoundoundwaterwaterwaterwaterwater
IndeIndeIndeIndeIndex wellx wellx wellx wellx well    J   J   J   J   Julululululy  depthy  depthy  depthy  depthy  depth     A    A    A    A    August depthugust depthugust depthugust depthugust depth
(Pr(Pr(Pr(Pr(Prooooovince)vince)vince)vince)vince) belobelobelobelobelow surface (ft)w surface (ft)w surface (ft)w surface (ft)w surface (ft) belobelobelobelobelow surface (ft)w surface (ft)w surface (ft)w surface (ft)w surface (ft)

(departure from (departure from
average for month) average for month)

Blantyre (Blue Ridge)       34.05  (-2.99)         37.30 (-5.28)
Mocksville (Piedmont)       19.62  (-1.64)         19.98 (-1.64)
Simpson (Coastal Plain)        3.40  (+2.19)          2.19 (+3.23)

Source: U.S. Geological Survey’s Water Resources Conditions in North Carolina
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Conferences and
workshops
� � � � � Barriers and Bridges to Integrating
Health and Ecological Risk Assess-
ment.  October 30-31, 2000.  Raleigh,
NC.  The objective of this workshop is to
bring together scientists practicing in the
areas of health risk assessment and
ecological risk assessment to explore
similarities and differences in their
respective approaches, enhance the
dialogue between these two practices,
and explore tools that can promote more
integrated risk assessments.  The
workshop is being organized by the
Research Triangle Chapter of the Society
for Risk Analysis and the Carolinas
Chapter of the Society of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry.  For further
information, go to www.csetac.org or
contact jstaveley@arcadis-us.com or
jarabek.annie@epamail.epa.gov.

� The University of North Carolina at
Wilmington and the N.C. Coastal
Federation will present After the Perfect
Storm: Managing Coastal Stormwater
October 25, 2000, at the Warwick Center
Ballroom on the campus of UNC-
Wilmington. The workshop will be
conducted by Tom Schueler of the Center
for Watershed Protection. Registration
fee is $39 before October 10 and $49
after October 10. For program informa-
tion and a registration form go to
website: http://www.nccoast.org/
PERFECTSTORM.html

� Hydroponics in Fish Culture is a
practical 3-day course that will be
offered in western North Carolina near
Bryson City on November 14-16, 2000,
with an optional field trip on November
17. Presentations will focus on utilizing
nutrient-rich, aquaculture effluent for
profitable plant production and water
quality improvement. For more informa-
tion contact Charles W. Johnson,
Aquaculture International, Inc., P.O. Box
606, Andrews, NC 28901. Phone or Fax
(828) 479-6294. Email:
cwjohnson@graham.main.nc.us.

� The Piedmont Environmental Consor-
tium will present Piedmont Ecology and
Conservation Symposium November 9-
11, 2000, in Gaston County, N.C.  The
purpose of the symposium is to provide a
forum for the discussion of conservation
issues and research findings relevant to
Piedmont ecosystems. Events will be
held at the Schiele Museum and at the
Daniel Stowe Botanical Garden. For
information go to website: http://
www.stowegarden.org/piedmont.htm

� The U.S. EPA, the American Society
of Civil Engineers and several civil
engineering consulting firms will present
Linking Stormwater BMP Designs and
Performance to Receiving Water
Impacts Mitigation August 19-24,
2001, at Snowmass Colorado. The focus
is on what additional science is needed to
link BMPs to water quality improvement
in receiving streams. For information go
to website: http://www.engfnd.org/
1as.html
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Presentations take place in the Ground Floor Hearing Room of the Archdale Building
in downtown Raleigh or in Room 1132 of Jordan Hall on the N.C. State University
campus. This schedule is also posted on the WRRI website, and any changes will be
posted there (http://www2.ncsu.edu/ncsu/CIL/WRRI/2000seminars.html). For
additional information contact Associate Director Robert Holman at (919) 515-2815
or Robert_Holman @ncsu.edu.

Presentations begin at 3 pm.

Tuesday, October 31, 2000
Jordan Hall

The Cost of Watershed
Management Policies

Professor David Moreau
Department of City and Regional

Planning, UNC-Chapel Hill

Monday, November 20, 2000
Archdale Building

Quantification of Pfiesteria Species
Associate Professor JoAnn Burkholder

Department of Botany
N.C. State University

Tuesday, January 30, 2001
Jordan Hall

Assessment of the North Carolina
 Water Reuse Regulations

Assistant Professor Helen Hilger
Department of Civil Engineering

UNC-Charlotte

Tuesday, February 27, 2001
Archdale Building

Effectiveness of Multiple Best Man-
agement Practices in Agriculture

Professor Carlyle Franklin
Department of Forestry
N.C. State University

Tuesday, March 27, 2001
Jordan Hall

Assessment of Changing Land-use
Practices on Basin Sediment Yields

Professor Jerry Miller
Department of Geosciences
Western Carolina University

Tuesday, April 24, 2001
Archdale Building

A Comparative Analysis of Compact
and Low-Density Development
Associate Professor Philip Berke
Department of City and Regional

Planning, UNC-Chapel Hill

Tuesday, May 22, 2001
Jordan Hall

Technical and Economic Evaluation of
Alternative Animal
Waste Management

Professor Michael Overcash
Department of Chemical Engineering

N.C. State University

Websites

� The American Society of Agricultural
Engineers and others will present Soil
Erosion Research for the 21st Century,
An International Symposium &
Exhibition, January 3-5, 2001, in
Honolulu, Hawaii. Presentations will
focus on wind erosion modeling and
control, water erosion modeling and
control, and soil erosion quantification
techniques. For information visit website:
http://asae.org/meetings/erosion01/
index.html.

� The American Society of Agricultural
Engineers and others will present 2nd
International Symposium and Exhibi-
tion on Preferential Flow: Water
Movement and Chemical Transport in the
Environment January 3-5, 2001, in
Honolulu, Hawaii. The symposium will
focus on topics ranging from significance
and role of preferential flow on water
quality to measurement and modeling of
preferential flow including management
effects and effects of physical and
chemical processes. For information visit
website: http://asae.org/meetings/
pflow01/  (The organizers are offering
attendee crossover registration privileges
with Soil Erosion Research for the 21st
Century.)

� The Goundwater Foundation and the
Groundwater Guardian program will
present Asking the Right Questions:
Evaluating the Impact of Groundwa-
ter Education November 13-15, 2000,
in Nebraska City, Nebraska. For informa-
tion visit website: http://
www.groundwater.org/ProgEvent/
conference.htm

� Community of Science (COS) is an
internet-based service which helps
university, institutional, and private
researchers find funding opportunities,
identify prospective collaborators, and
publicize their research.  Most N.C.
universities subscribe for their faculties.
Go to http://www.cos.com.

� The N.C. Department of Environment
and Natural Resources’ Customer Service
Center is a single point of contact for all
of the department’s programs, including
its one-stop permitting initiative. It is
accessible at http://www.envhelp.org.

� N.C. State University stomwater
specialist Bill Hunt has developed an on-

line stormwater course for Neuse River
Basin planners and engineers. The site at
http://www2.ncsu.edu/eos/info/bae/
cont_ed includes fact-sheet links, links to
other educational resources, and possible
funding agencies. It provides engineers
and land surveyors the chance to earn
professional development hours.



2000 - 2001 Lunc2000 - 2001 Lunc2000 - 2001 Lunc2000 - 2001 Lunc2000 - 2001 Luncheon and Forum Scheon and Forum Scheon and Forum Scheon and Forum Scheon and Forum Schedulehedulehedulehedulehedule

December  4,  2000 Endocrine Disrupters in the Environment
February 5,  2001 Water Reuse
April 9,  2001 Dam Removals in North Carolina
September  17, 2001 On-Site Wastewater Issues
December  3,  2001 Flood Plain Management

Luncheon cost for nonmembers will increase to $20 January 1, 2001.  Join NCWRA and save!. Contact WRRI.

WWWWWAAAAATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTETER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTETER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTETER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTETER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
OF  OF  OF  OF  OF  THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CTH CTH CTH CTH CARARARARAROLINAOLINAOLINAOLINAOLINA

BOX 7912
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH NC 27695-7912

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

PRINTED MAPRINTED MAPRINTED MAPRINTED MAPRINTED MATTERTTERTTERTTERTTER

NONPRNONPRNONPRNONPRNONPROFIT ORGOFIT ORGOFIT ORGOFIT ORGOFIT ORG
U S POSTU S POSTU S POSTU S POSTU S POSTAAAAAGEGEGEGEGE

PPPPPAIDAIDAIDAIDAID
RALEIGH NCRALEIGH NCRALEIGH NCRALEIGH NCRALEIGH NC

PERMIT NOPERMIT NOPERMIT NOPERMIT NOPERMIT NO..... 549 549 549 549 549

All luncheon/forums take place
at 11:30 am at the Jane S.
McKimmon Center on the N.C.
State University campus. For
additional information call
Robert Holman at WRRI
(919/515-2815).
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